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With the election of the new executive board members and the
termination of the fourth general assembly, we envisage ARMSA
entering its fourth year of existance. As the host country for the

tionposi-general assembly this year, we are at a particularly favourable
to assess the results of the past, the projects of the future and

ciationasso-
in general the value of such an international medical students'

in Asia.
We can look at ARMSA from two widely different angles. If

we come down to concrete terms, and ask ourselves, what, in fact,has ARMSA done in the past three years? I am afraid we must
admit that results are not as good as what can be expected. There
are two issues of Medicasia; a few health projects most of which can
just as well carried out by local medical societies; some exchange
paredcom-
students and one or two surveys on medical edurntion. When

volved,in-
with the amount of effort spent, the heavy expanditureit is doubtless that ARMSA projects not only are expensive,but also are far front catering for the welfare of the average medical

stndent.
Criticising the association from the above standpoint, it seems

that we are reaping only a poor harvest from such a great deal of
effort. Yet we see ARMSA proudly entering a fourth year, with ever
increasing support, enthusiasm and confidence from all its member
countries. Why? If we review the situation from another angle, an
angle which many of us tend to forget, the reason is quite obvious.

As medical students, we aim at improving the administration of

Armsa Fourth General Assembly

the local medical society, at the development of a better system of
medical education, at raising our professional standards so that we
can

plepeo-
better serve our community. We need dynamic and inspiredto shoulder these responsibilities, to initiate new plans and to

overcome the hardships encountered. It is through intimate contact The fourth general assembb of ARMSA was held from September 20*September 27 at Medical
with medical students in places far apart, that we become aware of Students' Centre, Sassoon Road. Countries represented were Australia, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Israel,
our own situation and discover the points that require improvements. servedob-Malaysia and Singapo]e A representative from the Japan International Ntedical Students Association
It is through comparison with others that we know the defects in in one of the plenary meetings,
our own system. It is from the experience of other people that we The opening held

alMedic-
members of the Chinese

son.Robin-
by Col. Lepper and Col.can know In advance the pitfalls in our new plans. Most important ceremony

on Sept. 20 at p m, began with Association, British Medicalof all, it is through the exchange of ideas, with groups af people elcoming speech given by NI Association Hong Kong Branch The closing session was helda lt r.
tioninspira-
faced with similar difficulties and problems, that we get the Wong Kwok Kee, chairman of and Executive Members of the on Sept. 27. The relation of

and motivation that are so essential for MEDICAL STUDENTS the Medical Society. This was Hong Kong University Students' ARMSA with IFMSA wasWHO CARE ARMSA, and by forming a close link between medical followed b) hddress by Mr. Union. A launch picnic held on brought up for discussion. It wasstudents in Asia, ARMSA has much to contribute in these respects.
an

Kevin Loh. Piesident of ARM SA.
legatesde-
Sept. 24 helped to refresh the also unanimously agreed thatContributions which cannot be seen or felt immediately, but are lhe meeting declared from the long hours of

tical.non-poli-
ARMSA should remainnevertheless most constructive and valuable. was open

by Professor J B Gibson. The meeting. The venue for the next
opening
edfollow-

cerernom was The organising committee also general assembly was decided to
by a reception Cocktail party arranged a visit to the Queen he in Sidney, Australia sometime

EMPTY PROMISES?
held in the ullr Board Room. Elizabeth Hospital and British in August 1970. The meeting

A sight seeing tour to the
legatesde-
Military Hospital, where the ended after executive board

It has been said that political agitators are the ones most capable New Territories was arranged were kindly entertained members for the session 1969-
of lavishing attractive promises and yet achieving little. We do not know the next da}. The delegates were
how some of our student leaders have come to inherit this. Are mom interested at looking across

New from the Medic Councilwe to understand that promises are nothing but part of election the Chinese horder at Lok Ma
porpaganda; or are they merely made in order to become sacrifices (hall
of some expedient policy? Moreover, when matters arise, we must do The meeting proper began on lhe last council meeting of 5th year:
what we deem essential even if these have not been promised. not Sept. 22. It comprised seven plen- the present session was being William Yeung,to mention those already so, my sessions and meetings of held on the October 6, at 5.30 Timothy Teoh,

History is cruel, very cruel. There is not a single one of us cusseddis-
various committees Items p.m in the Medical Canteen. Chiu Tak Wai,

who will not eventually come to face the verdict of history. 'nme included reports from the Certain decisions made were of Lawrence Lai,
has elapsed so quickly that the ones we elected last year are coming old executive board members immediale intercst to all medical Wong Chun Kuen
to the end of their terms of office. 'True, the )ear is a successful one, and various woTking committec students and reported as follows. 4th year:
as every year seems to be. But this has beer a stormy )ear, too, and tion.educa-

A symposium on medical A Sportsman of the Year for York Chow,
as the tide of University Reforms ebbs, that of Union Reforms rises. defects of the system and the Medical Society was chosen Tan Kwok Thye,
We were promised that a new pod would be created, the job of possible ways of improvement on the basis of spoitsmanship, Paul Yip,
which is to maintrin Bason with the Union But we seem to were discussed

ipo-
participation, spoits skill and Victor Abbas.

be as Ignontnt of affairs two miles away as we did one year ago. During the week meetings pulazity in the University. 3rd year:
Where was he when the Loke Yew Hall thundered on January 30th? were arranged with councd Nominations are as follows, James Hwang.

lngdiscuss.
Where was he when all Union Council Members were holly -- -

the John Lau affair?
Clinico-Pathological

Mr. Wong Chun Kuen was
chosen as Sports-man of the year

The achlevements of our Society, Ex.co have been moderate, Conferences by the showing of hands among
and we congratulate them upon their fruitful efforts. Yet as we read the councillors.
their election manifesto again INe cannot be without doubts as to The progr;Intines of the following s1s sesslon, wele announced:-- The Council also agreed to
how much more can still be done, at least how much more in their October 16fh participate

nivalCar-
in the Union

minds one year ago. Where are the Film Shows promised as part Renal (ysts Dept. of Surgcry in principle to set up a
of acadmeic and cuftunl activities? When was the Fund Raising

---
stall. All the proceeds of theScheme carried out? Has every class got past examinadon papers October 30th Carnival will be going to thefrom the Society? Why has the Co-opL become a show window for A Case of Petvic -I iumml - Dept ot Obstetrics Gynaecology
nialBien-
Sports Association for the

tantalisation? We have yet to see the acceptable quality of the November 13th Intervarsity Games to be held
food of the Medic Nite this year. Lastly but by no means the least, A Case of Multiple Fractures Dept. of Orthopaedic Surgery in Kula Lumpur next.- - year.we are disappointed that our Society has not shown our gratitude November 27thtowards Professor Francis Chang when be retired last month. This is The Annual General Meeting
In shatp contrast to what the Society did years ago Mien Professor Students' Session in conjunct/on v, th the Department of Medicine of

ponedpost-
Medical Society will be

Stock left Hong Kong for 'a more honourable post. December 1 lth lo 2Sth October because
A Patient with Coma -- Dept. of Surgery of the shortage of time for the

Prombes are not meant to be made and broken. except by preparation of the medical night,
skillful unscrupulous poliNcians. People running for posts, keep your N.B. The conferences will be held in the Pathology Lecture Theatre which will be held on the 21st
own promises and always be ready to do more than that, too! at 4.30 p.m. October, 1969 instead.
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The ECFMG Exam S.S. Songs From East Side StoryOn Wednesday morning. 10th September 1969,a group of doctors and doctors to be gathered in
TODAYSt. Joseph's College. Kennedy Road. Hong Kong. They were there to take the ECFMG Examination. Atthe same time, in other parts of the world: United States. South America. Europe, Middle East, FarEast etc., the same examination took place.

by New Medic
cationEdu-

The Examination of the Philadelphia. they sent in the for one's future, and ready toCouncil for Foreign plicationap- form and documents seize any opportunity. Each year. Only- you, y-ou're the only thing Last night, all night I had a feel-Medial Graduates -- ECFMG together with US$15 v.hich is a
duatesgra-
about three quarters of the 1'll see forever. ing a miracle would happen.Exam. -- is held semi-annually portion of the total charge of took the ECFMG Exam. In my eyes, in my world, and in I know now I was right.(February and September) for all US$65 for the certification. The before gradaution. How many everything I do. O there you are, and what wasthose physicians whose basic remainder is to be collected later. eventually went over to the Nothing without you, ever. just alphabets is a degree.medical degree was conferred by The Examination consists of States, no one can tell. but, judg- And there's nothing for me but Today, today, the world is fullschools outside the United States, morning and afternoon sessions. ine from the constant demand for Medicine, of books,Puerto Rico and Canada. These About 360 multiple choice doctors in Hong Kong, the Every sight that I see's M.B., With notes and cases all in the'foreign' medical graduates, in tionsques-are set on clinical subjects bernum-must be considerable. B.S. way.spite of their training. cannot /M edicine, Surgery. Pediat rics. The aim of the ECFMG is to NI.B., B.S. Today, today, e'en the skeletonpractise medicine in any form in Gynaecology and Obstetrics) on promote advanced studies for Only you, you're the only looksthe United States. An ECFMG basic medical science (Anatomy. foreign medical graduates in the thought I know, Something nice, shiny white,certification is a pre-requisite for Biochemistry, Physiology. Phar-
edblam-
United States. It has been No matter where 1 go, bright and gay.work in any field concerned with mocology, Bacteriology and for providing the means of You'll he the only thought I Last night the hospital stillwasthe care of a patient, it may be Pathology) and on English too! brain-drain and causing shortage know.

place where I'd dreada to goates'Gradu-
internship or residence in Quiteatecandid-

a tough exam, a of medical men in needy coun- Today, to,:ay, it all began today. in,training, appointment in a remarked, you need to score tries. However, it is up to the I'ra admitted as medic today.hospital or independent practice. 75 for passing and it's not an medical graduates to decide. He Today,, today, there's only you Where only dyings stay.Even
diology,Ra-

in clinical research, in easy job! may feel it is his obligation to today, But here you are, and what wasPathology etc.. one Apart from medical graduates, serve the community to which What you are, what you mean.
day.to-
just a ward is the worldneeds

deed,In-
ECFMG certification. medical

duategra-
students who were he owed his trainine. It may be what you say

passing the ECFMG Exam. in 12 month's time can
mencountry-
his compassion for hisis the first step that must be also

tion.examina-
take part in this that askes him to stay. On

MEDICINE
taken for anyone who wishes to In addition to the usual the other hand, he leave hisenter U.S.A. for Iraining or for cedurepro-of appliuition, they have country for knowledge's

may
sake,medical practice. to furnish undergrad medical for brighter futures and better by New GraduateIn Hong Kong, among the dentialcre-as well as statement by prospects.

ficscienti-
In this age ofhundred or so people who took the Dean of the Medical Faculty. advancements, lands across The most wonderful course l've Fake it hard, I'd end in Castlethe examination in September, In the preparation for the the Pacific held the greatest ever known, Peak,

tors,doc-
there w-ere newly graduated amination,ex- they have to study in charm. Fascinated by news of Medicine-, Medicine, Medicine, But looking back, it's almost like
torsdoc-practising physicians, advance those subjects they have great discoveries and numerous Medicine, playing.graduated from mainland not clerked before. Nevertheless. research projects, one would The most wonderful course in Medicine, i'll never stop sayingChina or Taiwan and final year

terestedin-
many final year students are dream dreams and build castles the world that's ever known. Medicine, Medicine, Medicine,

ingHav-
medical students of H.K.U. in the ECFMG. Rea- in the air. Years of strnggle, Medicine, Medicine, Medicine. Medicine, Medicine, Medicine,
terialma-

obtained the necessary sons are not lacking; on the point failures and loveliness may lie Medicine, Medicine, Medicine, Medicine, Medicine, Medicine,from the American con. of graduation, often, one is still ahead, still the ambitious will Medicine, I've just passed a Medicine.sulate or from the EMIG in groping in the dark. anxious launch out. course called Medicine, Take it hard, Fd end in Castle
And suddenly that term will Peak,never be the same to me*, But looking back, it's almost likeA new product of British Research Medicine, I've just passed a playing.

course called Medicine, Medicine, I'll never stop sayingAnd
derfulwon-

suddenly I found how Medicine,
be -- The most wonderful sound I've

Ventolin INHALER
a course can

Medicine. ever heard, Medicine.

SOMETIME, SOMEWHERE
(Salbutamol)

T,,d M,
by Houseman

MORE SELECTIVE * LONGER ACTING . MORE EFFECTIVE There's
wheresome-

a place for me, Some day, somewhere, I'll find
a place for me, a new way of living,

Deep and quiet, without night- Without night-call or case-taking,call, Somewhere.
Wait for me, somewhere. There's a place for me, a timeThere's some time for me. some and place for me,day a time for me, No the lowest animal,Time to have rest, time to more

No new case to take on first call,spare,
Time to sleep, time to spare. Somehow, some day.

CORRESPONDENCE
The Editor, A gynaecological derk,Caduceus.

Your name and address are
Dear Sir, quiredre-to show good faith and

not necessarily for publication.i was overwhelmed with joy However, your complaint hadto see a short biography of our been referred to the appropriatebeloved and much respected department.
callingre-
Professor Francis Chang. In The Editor.A NEW STANDARD IN BRONCHODILATOR MORE SELECTIVE beck our student days, no

--THERAPY No side effects have been reported with therapeutic doses
erwrit-
words of the most famousPreviously available ;3-adrenergic stimulants such as iso. of Ventolin Inhaler. In studies comparing Ventolin withprenaIine and orciprenaline act on the bi receptors of heart isoprenaline, a major difference found was that Ventolin can express our gratitude and

STOP PRESS
muscle as well as on the a, receptors of bronchial muscle. did not stimulate the head or affect the blood pressure, appreciation towards our nobleConsequently, undesirable increases in heart rate and pulse even after inhalation of a relatively large dose. professor Fr. Chang.pressure sometimes occur when Ihese drugs are used to MORE ACCEPTABLE TO PATIENTS

thingsome-
I seemed to have lost The Union Council called forproduce bronchodilalation Ventolin is different; first. when I learned that he hasbecause it is highly selective in ds action, affecting primarily Patients expressed a marked preference for Ventolin Inhaler

land.Zea-
to settle down in New the 3rd Emergency Generalin double-blind studies comparing Ventolin with aerosols gone

Meeting to decide on the Senateingexist-
C:zreceptors, second, because it is more eflective than I should be most gratefulbronchodilators: and third, because it is longer acting. containing isoprenaline or orciprenaline. representation issue. The meetingif you can give me his address soMORE EFFECTIVE SAFETY IN USE

that I enquire abuot his will be held on 22nd Oct. at 5.30canClinical trials have showo that Ventolin Inhaler is a more Past experience suggests that misuse of aerosol broncho- health and off. p.m.oneffective bronchodilator than isoprenahne or orciprenaline dilators by asthmatic patients may lead to dangerous effects thanks and bestwhen given by inhalation. on the heart or give a false sense of security to patients
gards,re-

Manywith incipient status asthmaticus, Ventolin Inhaler has no The Annual General MeetingLONGER ACTING effect on the heart in therapeutic dosage and has a long Peter Tang.Ventolin is long-acting. its effect persisbng for at least Iour duration of action. Both these propenies provide additional Sincerely, of the Medical Society will behours. By contrast. isoprenaline. even in large doses, has a margins of safely; the lack of cardiac effects should reduce held on the 28th October, at 5.30characteristicalfy intense but much shorter effect In a any likelihood of deaths due to ventricular fibrillation and p.m., at the Physiology Lecturestudy using whole-body plethysmogtaphy. inhalation of the long duration of action makes it possible for patients to Editor's note: Theatre.100 pg of Ventolin produced an almost immediate maximal realise in time if the drug is becoming less effective.increase in airway conductance which was sustained for Because an effective treatment with Ventblin Inhaler should Dr. Tang, we are certainlytour to six hours. last for at least four hours, patients have been advised glad to leam that among the Mr. Wong Shim Pang wasto consult their doctor immediately if the effect lams for graduates, there is still someone elected as the Edetaal Altdrless than three hours, an enabling the docto to take like you, caring for those whotimely action. have taught us thc Art. Secretary by the zadotitatotat
nowCouadl, for the yearto be melBe ll theVentolin is a Trade Mark o/ALLEN b HANBURYS LTD LONDON E2 ENGLAND Francta chang wil be Mat toAGENT: Oanby Hance Ltd., P.O. BOX 165, 405, Edinburgh Home, Qwen= Road Cemel, Hong Kong 10 you

The

sepatutelY.

address of Professor
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ARMSA SPECIAL

ASSEMBLY

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
(Session 19684969)

It is my intention in my report to give a general review of the work done by theExecutive Board during the past year, in particular our relation with IFMSA, membershipdrive in Asia, which fall within my special concern. I shall also briefly trace my contactswith the other offices in the Executive Board, though I believe a more detailed account willbe available from the Vice-President's report.
IFMSA in Asia for IFMSA for the

sident,Pre-
Mr. Richard Hamilton,

municationcom-
Co-ordination and coming session.

Dahi, Treasurer,
and Mr.

for
Mogens

their
ficialsof- with IFMSA Throughout the year, kind advice and help
factorysatis-

have been most IFMSA has also cooperated throughout the year.
ingdur-

and rewarding
bershipmem-
with my office in the

edstart-
my term of office. I drive in Asia and I CONTACT WITHoff my term with efforts must say this cooperation has MEMBERNON-ASIANto introduce other ARMSA been very helpful. I met theEBM to their counterparts in IFMSA President, Mr. Rich- COUNTRIES

IFMSA so that cooperation ard Hamilton, briefly in This was done by corres-between the two associations April in Hong Kong and had pondence and personal con-can be started on all levels. some useful discussion with tact.One
blempro-

of the most pressing him. In conclusion, I think Thailand: On trip backfacing ARMSA during IFMSA places a lot of hope mythe 3rd General Assembly from the 3rd General As-
tionsubscrip-
was the high annual and confidence in ARMSA, sembly, I passed throughto IFMSA as a regional and I would strongly encour- Bangkok and met the
tionnegotia-
member. Through age our continued support President of the Sirirajwith the President and and cooperation with IFMSA Medical students UnionTreasurer of IFMSA, in the coming years. I would who played host to me.
ARMSA
tionreduc-

was offered a also like to thank especially We had some very usefulin membership fees to i
50%
atedcalcul-

of the ordinary

i MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
value, which amounts to

tinuedcon-
US$62.50. This will be

for a trial period of

assessmentre-
two years, after which a

Medical Society, H.K.U.S.U.will be made by
both parties concerned. I
think this is a generous and On behalf of the Hong

versaluni-
without lavish finance or other man's past as well as gain. Lively thought, activeconsiderate gesture f rom Kong Medical Society, I wish agreement on small our own. To understand his participation and unselfish

cerningcon-
IFMSA. Other matters to welcome very warmly the constitutional points and that point of view we need points effort to make the Asian
tioningmen-

finance worth delegates of the Asian you will content yourself of contact and there are few
cinemedi-gionre-a place of betterin this report are that

sociationAs-
gionalRe-Medical Students with pious

not
hopes that other points of contact so strong as will bring you its ownARMSA was offered a grant

semblyAs-
to their General people will do more for

cinemedi-
the common study of reward in the end.of US$40 annually for acting in Hong Kong once medical students. If A.R.M.-
questechni-

with its shared I hope you will not shirkas a Regional Information again. S.A. means no more than
mentbetter-

and aims for the at this meeting the task ofCentre, and a travel grant of Much good can come out that, or an opportunity for of man. translating the aims of
legatede-
US$400 for an ARMSA of the interchange of views the favoured few to travel, or Although in Hong Kong A.R.M.S.A. into terms ofto attend the 18th and

dentsstu-
experience between if it is a sort of rich man's we have many contacts with practical endeavour and thatIFMSA Congress in Israel in

groundsback-
with different club, then it will not attract the old as well as the new, you will be imaginative inAugust this year. but similar aims, much interest or attention we sometimes feel ourselves seeing your opportunities.and the birth of the

portunitiesop-
and it will miss exciting off from the of the I hope too that you willConcerning our position in

ingbring-
tionAssocia-and its success in for acts of real world

cut
where we

rest
sometimes find time to enjoy allIFMSA, there is a move in together medical students value. A strong association is imaeffie bigger things are pectsas-of your visit includingIFMSA towards establishing

paratedse-
from countries so widely built on the enthusiasm of its happening. Doubtless we are the social events that haveregional Vice-Presidents and as those in Asia was

jectivesob-
members for worthwhile not alone in this, but at all been arranged. In acting as

suredas-
ARMSA will in future be

stonesmile-
a major feat. But the and on their events we value our overseas

versityUni-
hosts the Hong Kongof a position in the of development are parednesspre- to work and sacri- contacts highly. I am sure Medical Society hasIFMSA Executive Board by slipping by. This year's five

terestsin-
their own personal that as delegates of A.R.M.- been greatly assisted byelecting a delegate to act as eralGen-Assembly must play, not for the objectives. S.A. you all possess a lively erousgen-help from medical andthe Asian Vice-President, I obstetrician, but

hapsper-
In the Asian region, interest in fields larger

dividualsin-
other groups and frombelieve Mr. Lee Wah Hin clanpaediatri-and make sure that the more than elsewhere, than your own local scene in Hong Kong andtendedat-

(Director, SCOP) who Association matures in a way the twentieth century and its and a desire to understand we are very grateful to them.the IFMSA G.A. on that is worthy of its medicine confront the past, medicine in than In this and in othermy behalf will have more to tunities.oppor- I believe that this is and the confrontation adds local
more
You will find

a
Hong Kong is ready

wayscontext.
comewel-

toreport on this and because one of the main concerns of to the confusions of a rapidly this understandina if you you.of his knowledge in IFMSA the Assembly this year and changing world. We inherit start by giving what you canand ARMSA, both the Vice- I wish you every success in the past not to throw away of your own heritage and Hong Kong UniversityPresident and myself have planning wisely. but to help us judge and use perienceex- to others elsewhere James B. Gibsonconfirmed his appointment to I hope you feel that great the new aright, and in a but you will be lost if you President,the position as liaison officer things can be achieved even tractingcon- world we inherit the aim for you own immediate Medical Society
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT alMedic-
ducted a survey on time wasting will occur and

sibilitiesrespon-
tion if duties and

Education in Malaysia
bermen-
this can be avoided if in the future and

and informed me of the
fulcare-

countries are more provisions must be made
progress. However, I was in their choice of venue. that urgent transfer of duty

ciationasso-
discussion and their other

tiveExecu-
offices in the informed of a change of In conclusion, I would say can be effected should awas very keen to

edfail-
Board, and never Director later in the that the Executive Board has breakdown in work occur inparticipate in ARMSA. I to offer advice and help sion.ses- I never heard from been unfortunate that there any office.followed up the contact to them when necessary. the new Director, Mr. have been breakdown in Recommendations f o r

dencecorrespon-
with numerous His trip through Europe. Charles David Vijayan, so several offices which caused changes will be submitted inbut failed to obtain especially discussions with that I do not know of the a

tiondisrup-
lot of unnecessary a separate working paper toreply. This is certainly a

bay,Bom-
WHO. Israel, and results of such a survey. in our activities. It this General Assembly.most promising potential as earlier reported.

bermem-
serves to illustrate thatmember for ARMSA and have been particularly SCOH:

ficeof-
This is another countries have to be Kevin Loh,more contact in the future fruitful and valuable to which both the Vice- very careful in their delega- President.is going to produce result. the Association. President and myself lost

contact of for more thanPhilippines. In September, The
tactCon-

Secretary General:
edreceiv-

half a year. I have

INTRODUCING A.R.M.S.A.

1968, I delegated Mr.
hanMo-

with Mr. A. Jai only one letter from Mr.
versityUni-
Mak, a Hong Kong of Malaysia has been A.E. Soorya, the Directormedical student very unsatisfactory. So from India. The situationwith the task of contacting Far. I have received only was so desparate that the History: recognition of clinical clerkshipsthe medical students in the one

piteDes-
letter from him. Vice-President and myself In May 1951, at Copenhagen. and courses attended in allUniversity of Philippines

encecorrespond-
repeated decided

ficeof-
to transfer the the International Federation of countries and the promotion of

respondencecor-
in Manila. Further

formper-
and request to to Malaysia so that the Medical Student Associations academic vacation courses. Thedid not result his duties in all important activities in bershipMem-

(IFMSA) came into being. Association further publishesof medical interestin any reply. ARMSA. there was no re- Health will not be held up.
to the new organisation

nationallyinter-
news

and liaison
al,medic-
was derived mainly from acts as aSouth

tactcon-
Korea: Regular ply- Subsequently Mr. Chan associations within Europe between member associationswas established with ARMSA-NEWS was not See len of Malaysia was with the unfortunate result that and world organisations in

legeCol-
the Yonsei University published, membership appointed Director. He activities became centred to this fields of common interests.of Medicine. I met fees was not collected and has made a remarkable region. Membership:with their student repre- in

ministrativead-
general, the central effort

ternationalIn-
to organise the Member associaions separated Membership is to allsnetative, Mr. Lee Won role of the Blood from the European area by en -

tionalna-
open

ormous
tionparticipa-

distances found associations representing aKyu, in Hong Kong In secretariat
ed.fulfill-

was not tionDona-Campaign. However, in of the majority of medical students inmany programmesMarch 1969 and played
siderablecon-

This has caused a
ganisedor-
health projects were difficult. Austarlia in particular any

lasia.Austra-
country in Asia andhost to him. Medical

ficultydif-
amount of very successfully was much affected. This led one Where only one medical

sityUniver-
students in Yonsei in the functioning in individual countries. of its past presidents to suggest a school exists this assumes the
ticipatepar-

is very keen to of ARMSA. In the end, I Worth mentioning were dentstu-regional grouping of medical status of a national association
and is admitted such. Presentfully in ARMSA. was forced to bring up the the social health porject in bodies in Asia. Dr. John members include

as
Australia,I have already received a matter to the Malaysian tendedat-

Indonesia which was Lynch, then Director of Standing Hong Kong, Malaysia,Committee on Liaison in IMFSA.
pore,Singa-

letter from the President Medical Society and no by representative pursued this idea vigorous- India, Indonesia and Israelmoreof their student union, Mr. formal solution was given from member countries
dentstu-
ly. He met local medical as an associate member.Sang Joon Lee, indicating to me. Since the position atd the numerous other leaders during his trip The General Assembly:intention to apply for full of the Secretariat is to be projects, including the through Asia and gained warm The governing body ofmembership in ARMSA. of two years, I hope a tection'De-

paignscam-
of Diabetes' support for the proposed Asian ARMSA is the General Assemblytions,restric-Owing to travel satisfactory solution will in Bombay, India. sociationAs-Regional Medical Student which annually gathersrepresentatives from

laysianMa-
come about from the All such projects are (ARMSA). sentativesrepre- from memberARMSA finally materialised in

tries.coun-
South Korea may not be delegation during portsup-

worth of our special March, 1966, with its inaugural This reviews the progressable to attend the 4th G.A. the G.A. for this is the best way conference in Singapore attended of the Association in the pastowing to the short notice, we can demonstrate to the by delegates from Australia,
grammepro-
session, decides the workingbut certainly follow up SCOP: Mr. Lee Wah Hin of public that our association

pore.Singa-
Hong Kong, Malaysia and for the next session andcontacts

ful.fruit-
will be very Singapore, Director of serve the community at It was a modest beginning finally elects an executive boardSCOP, has contributed a large. but a beginning nonetheless. to carry out its proposals. Thelot to ARMSA this year. Executive Board includes fourJapan: Regular contact has

formedin-
His office had kept Aims: standing committees, namely,been established with Mr. VENUE FOR 4TH ARMSA ARMSA is founded purely on professional exchange (S.C.O.P.-

dentPresi-
Yoshikazu Arai, regularly on the grounds of professional interest, E.), Publications (S.C.O.P.),of JIMSA. JIMSA is mentdevelop-

progress in the G.A. transcending the barriers of race, Medical Education (S.C.O.M.)and production of religion and politics. It respects and Health (S.C.O.H.). Thesenow an Associate member the second issue of Since the start of my term, the of member committees cater for activities inautonomyin IFMSA. JIMSA is now Medicasia. This issue, I I have tried to keep closely ciationsasso-by its rigid adherence to accordance with the aims ofready to participate fully have no doubt, will be in touch with the progress of the policy of non-interferenre in ARMSA as well as to provide
derstandingun-
in ARMSA. Further of high standard and will organisation for the 4th G.A. intemal affairs. the leadership in their respective

edestablish- was probably be available to When I could not receive The Assoriation upholds the fields.when Mr. Woo Chi any news from Dr. A.E. popular notion that medicine ismember countries at the Relations:Pang, immediate Past Soorya, I had doubts whether intemational. This is reflected in

edvisit-
President, ARMSA, time of this G.A. I hope Bombay,lyactual-

India would its aim to study and to promote ableconsider-ARMSA has mademember countries will in the interest of medical student headway in its relationshipthe JIMSA President host this conference. Ifuture contribute actively co-operation. It proposes to with other organisations. It hadin June this year. to our journal. ganbe-to ask for volunteer promote activities in student from the very outset recognisedcountries to take up the task health and student relief. It the need for co-operation withIn order to admit a new Mr. Lee attended the 18th in circulars in January,member, it is necessary that IFMSA G.A. in Israel my strives to render help in all cases
ganisationsor-
national and international

in healththe non-member country on
ed.return-
but no positive reply where medical students can be especially

should be represented at the my behalf. His report on After the Vice-President's of assistance.
turalna-
and relief work. It was onlythis conference will be trip to Bombay, it was con- In pursuit of these aims, it
tactcon-

that the first formalGeneral Assembly. As we considered separately in fu-med that Bombay would realises the vital importance of should have been withhad considerable difficulty in the G.A. would host the 4th G.A. maintaining
manentper-

some form of IFMSA, an allied and similarlyfinding a venue this year, and not contact between medical
quentlySubse-
structured organisation.that the G.A. was called at SCOPE: Mr. Abdul Radjak endumrefer-

I circulated around a association
lasia.Austra-

in Asia and
lationsre-

it established cordialsuch short notice, potential
edcommend-

is to be highly circular to get popular
solutionre-

This is reflected in its with World Universitymember
ablyprob-

countries most for a fine start in opinion concerning the venue to promote intemation-
atedcollabor-
Service (WUS) and also

cannot be represented our Professional Exchange ence.confer-
and timing for the al correspondence and profes- with the latter in one of

sional exchanges of medical its earliest projects.
sarilyunneces-
and fine chances are Scheme. He had kept me The results showed students between various Effective liaison has beenwasted. in regular contact with the Singapore and Hong Kong tries.coun-Towards this end it has

cal'medi-
tablishedes- with othermanydevelopment in his office to be first and second choice embarked on a detailed study of schools in Asia, many ofTHE ARMSA and also with National respectively. I requested medical education in this region whom have expressed interest inEXECUTED BOA1RD Exchange

bermem-
Officers in Singapore to considre the with a view to encouraging the membership of ARMSA.

countries. He was on proposal and was turnedVice-President: I must start down because their societyoff by thanking the Vic- the point of starting the ASIAN REGIONAL MEDICAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATIONfirst
changesex-

ARMSA student has a very heavy schedulePresident, Mr. Richard for the coming session. I EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS, 1969-70.Nf of Singapore for his sia,Indone-
between

turned Hong Kong withto
very close cooperation Hong Kong, Singapore the proposal to host small President: Lee Wah Hin (Indonesia)

allyespeci-
and loyal support, ceivedre-

and Malaysia, but I a Vice-President: Abdul Radzak (SiN/apore)G.A. and luckilyin times of difficuul- no further news.
ed.accept-

was
Mr. Radjak has certainly The decision to host the Secretariate: Malaysiaties and crises, when the done great deal for P.E. G.A. was only made on 21st, Standing committee health: Indiaa ontwo of us have to carry out and also for furthering the August, 1969, exactly 1difficult and often painful aims and work of ARMSA month before the date set for Standing committee on publication: Singaporedecisions. However, we in Indonesia. I offer my the G.A. Standing committee on professional exchange: Indoneaia.mamage to see eye to eye sincere congratulations. Standing committee on medical education: Hong Kong.on most major issues. He All I can say about this

had kept a close watch on SCOME: Mr. Abdul Kader change of venue in the G.A. Executive boacd members without portfolio: Australia Hong Kais.
the development of the Hussein of Malaysia con- is that a lot of difficulty and Immediate past president: Kevin Loh (Haigedne
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Practical Exercise Tolerance
(or defying cardio pulmonary function

between Sai Kung and Shatin)
A.L.

What is the best way to keep throats and lactic acid in our
trim and shed those extra limbs, we arrived at the top,
pounds? The great men of the wondering all the while why on
University Surgical Unit sat earth we were doing what we
round a table and thought up a

tionsitua-
were doing. Accepting the

way. And if you think they said with resignation, we carried
lipectomy, think again. Instead on till lunchtime. This was a well

cise,exer-
they recommended some earned

mencedcom-
break for all and we

take a hike perhaps. and to recharge ourselves
take some porters -- tlb sorry, with food. I wonder what it isstudents along that makes people like to singPlans were hurriedly thrown on a full stomach, but that is
together and not long after, on a what some of the students tried
Saturday morning, we met for the to do by way of whiling away
trip to Sai Kung. Disaster struck the time. Another well known
early when one of the three personality, far more imaginative,
groups,
logist,uro-

led by an eminent put on a display of clothes-

temptat-
were thwarted in its shedding and (near) nude abath-K, ii natural * reprourd by him, 1,, to get there. Belching ing which should qualify him for

smoke, their minibus came to an next year's Woodstock Art and

enEeffici-
unscheduled halt. Despite Music Festival . . .

I resuscitatory measures the Well all good things come to
wretched machine refused to

edpick-
an end, and once again we

respond, and it was abandoned ourselves up for the trudge toin
menspeci-

favour of a healthier Shatin. Some time later, when

ingpass-
that happpened to be total exhaustion was nearing for

come,over-
at the time. This setback all. one of our better known

edprepar-
We assembled and medical students, slipped and

erlead-
to move off behind our went crashing onto the rocks.

who was appropriately rugged Fortunately, he suffered only a
and attired professionally in bad shaking and a classical case
shorts and walking boots. Close of neurogenic shock. Even more

tleman,gen-
behind him came an elderly fortunately, this was recognised
edseem-

also in sholts who
portunityop-
by the rest of us as a golden

to be relying heavily on his
ing.suffer-

to end our own
walking stick for support. And Poor chap. I'm sure we
then of course, came the rest of must not let him continue. It's

kind.human-us, a truly mixed bag of our duty to get him back right
way. And so we all volunteered

With the sun beating down to take him back by ferry! How
our necks we moved up the first

tractionde-
wonderful -- no face lost, no

obstacle * a hill that seemed from our manhood. So
vertical to most. Our grunts and ended our day, and though some
.groans v.ere easily audible remained unscathed, the majority
sarilyneces-though conversation was decided that swapping a pot belly

kept to a minimum. Many for dehydration and fallen archesYou chap ale going ,n lehelher you lihe it or nol! Martbeats later. with parched is a poor trade,

THE MAN AND HIS MACHING y.
IIiSTORY: according

centrationcon-
the blood-bath troduced in 1960 and modified

ings:*head-
sidcred under the following ed daily. These are adjusted so

gradient. by Cole has certain advantages. that the patient does not gainAs early as 1913 Abel et al in-
lure,sod-

The bath fluid contains
mentscompart-
It has two working

tweenbe-
more than 1 Kg in weighthoduced the first experimental potassium, calcium,

propylenepoly-
sandwiched by three 1. Care of the arterio-venous

beralli-
each dialysis. A moremodel of an extracorporal hae- nesium,mag- bicarbonate, chloride boards. Each shount. diet may be allowed ifcorn -modialyser, but it was not until and glucose. The exact concem partment is lined by two thin Asepsis and gentle handling

lyweek-
facility for dialysing thricethirty years later, Kolff in 1943

stancessub-
tration of any of these cellophane membranes inside of the cannulas during dialysis

lysis.dia-
is available, as in homedeveloped

lyserdia-
the rotating drum can be adjusted to the which the blood flows. while the is essential. Regular observations.

ticalprac-
and established the need of the individual patient. dialysate circulates in the protection against sudden anduse of the modern artifical Thus,tionconcentra-

the potassium positeop-direction outside the excessive movement of the limb 4. Anaemia.kidney. It had been used for is generally kept at 2 mEq '- branesmem-through the in is necessary to avoid infection. This is not corrected by hae-grooveshaemodialysis in acute renal litre to remove excessive the hoards. It has dialysing angulation and clotting of the modialysis. The haemoglobinfailure
toxications.in-

and certain drug sium.polas-and sodium at 130 mEct.- face of 1.1 2rn2 and
a

requires
sur.

shunt. The avelage survival time level usually lies between 6-8aOwing lo the limited litre to control hypertension. The small volume of blood. 200 ml. foi arterial cannulas is nine Gm/100ml with a haematocritnumber of blood vessel cannula- fluid
coseglu-

is made isotonic with to prime it. Because of the linear months and venons cannulas around 25-30%. The transfusionlion sites, it was not possible to to avoid haemolysis, and
tanceresis-
fiov, along the boards. the seven months. requirement on Kiil dialysis is ontreat chronic uraemic patient by can be made hypertonice to
culationcir-

is low and adequate average 1 L/month.haemodialysis. In 1960 Quinton, hieveac-
ingtreat-

ultraffitration as in can be provided by the
2 Biochemical control.

5. Other complications.Dillard and Scribner developed oedematous patient. patient's arterial thus it The uraemic biochemical con-pressure,the permanent Teflon-Silastic ar-
neykid-

This is an efficient artifcal avoids the of and its trol depends upon the residual :Metastatic calcification anduse a pumpterio-venous shunt and thereby and when used for six hours accompanying hazards. The c}efftcien-
renal function, diet and secondary hyperparathyroidismxnade possible the repeated access twice weekly it substitute dialysate is supplied from of dialysis. Factors leading to may occur in long term dialysis.to the patients circulation for can

centratecon-
a protein hypercatabolism, such as Pericarditis and cardic tampon-human kidney function by releiv- storage tank and dilutedthe purpose of intermitant hae- ing the symptons of uraemia v,ith water by aceurate infection,

testinalgastroin-
trauma and ade occurs as complications oftap anmodialysis, and keeping the patient alive. It proportioning pump. The fully bleeding will or maycause a end-stage renal failure

would have been an ideal dialyser automated
getherto-

deliver system rapid rise in nitrogenous waste be due to heparinisation duringKOLFFTWIN-COIL
tages.disadvan-
if not for its inherit with temperature and products. The stable patient dialysis. Amenorrhoea andwill hoc an average pre-dialysis sterility characteristic in theDIALYSER: Its large internal volume pressure monitoring devices are blood of 150mg/100m[ and areurea female, while importance andrequires 800-1,200 ml of blood housed in one unit. post-dial',sis 5ffing '100ml. How-sistscon-

The Kolff dialysing unit to prime the machine before
edclean-

The dialyser has to be inferlity are common among thethe of control isof two parallel cellophane each dialysis. The tv,in coils assembled. sterilised ls!, siderablecon-
cser, range male uraemic.tubes 10.85 m long encased in a have a high resistance and need formaline and flushed prior

and patient's well-beingtofiberglass mesh and wrapped a mechanical pump Io propel does m,t correlate invariably MORTALITY:
quiresre-
use. but once in operation, it with the predialsis biochemicalaround a central core 10.8 cm blood through the system, thus mininum of attention. q be majority of death occuredin diameter to produce a dialysing it is unsafe to operate without a picture.area

mersedim-
of 1.9 m2. This unit is adequate supervision. The Kolff Together with its safety features as a result of 'natural causes'it is particularl? suitable for 3. Diet. such myocardial infarction

tainingcon-
in a 100 litre bath dialyser installed at the Queen home dialysis. Its efficiency after Protein restriction is during

as
the first of treatment

or
necessary' yearthe dialysing fluid. Blood Mary Hospital in 1962 had eight hours dialysis is excessive when inexperience isto

tionaccumula-
prevent programmeis drawn from the radial artery proven its value in the treatment ablecompar-that of the Ko lff dialyser, of its waste products. 20 Gm important factor. Transfusionto anand pumped through the coil of acute and chronic mal and it has been widely used in of first class protein with high hepatitis accounts for numberand returned to the patient via failure and drug intoxication.

lysisdia-
centres v,ith chronic caloric intake, 2,500 calories in of death and is unavoidable

athe cephalic vein. The dialysing many anfluid is pumped up through and programme the form of carbohydrate and
operativeco-
factor. 'The properly selectedKUL DIALYSER: fat, together with multivitamin patient treated by ex.around

tainingcon-
the cellophane coils and iron preparation form the perienced dialysis shouldblood in the manner of a For maintaining chronic MEDICAL CARE: centrestandard Giovannetti diet. 100 have an almost 100% chancesmall fountain. Unwanted solutes micurae-patient on intermitant hae- Medical care of the patient on mEq potassium, 15 mEq sodium of at least five year survival' saidin the blood diffuse into the bath modialysis the Kiil dialyser in- intermitant dialysis will be con- and 300 ml of fluid are allow- Shaldon 1966.
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An Introduction To Surgery
Y.Y.

POST-CR ADU A'IE $ORK 11cre i- mtdt,pbcit, of f,c- BASIC TRMNI'/G In all instances, the candidate
t,q th,at nurture this tr;dition.d must

triescoun-
go to the respectiveNtost undergraduates knoa disincl.n.won ,f female, t, be Any qualified doctor with a for examination with the

next to nothing aN,ut Fr,,t-gr- surge,n-. The prcjudice of re.de M.B.B.S. degree can apply for exception of the Primary Ex-duate uork and s!udie-. hat training under the USU. Thep:,t,ents :-%;n fern;de surgeons amination of Edinburgh andlittle we know ma? ssel1 be Lir flbe t..,t0r. On the other choice of triinees depends on Australia. in which itrna? ,ne cases can
from the truth since the in hamd

forpre-
fcmdle dOCtL,r, usually the same merits as in Me case of be conducted in Hongkong. Theform;tion is larger? acquired b, t, Jv f,,l their own .ex. House Officers.

allperson-
expenses can be covered

word-of-mouth. In ',ie, of this. l!m,on:! .m] pl is c,d factor, cntdiffel-
Doctors training under or bi, ,holarships.the Caduceus ail] pre,cnt a series

c*cr.tlow-
have :do been impbc::cd units have more or less the The Ptimar!. Examination fez

of articles featuring this 1:t.:/ s, me women can he tough- ,aine chance of acquiring scholr- consists of Anatomy. Ph?siologysubject. lhulughh notlung ,1ore nd h.., m,,rc delicate hand,. -hips and qualifications. Pelsonal including Biochemistry, and L,
4.,7than a mere outline can be [herefore. SurgeG is real? nol capability and achievement are Padhologv including Nficrobio-

given, it is hopc.l th,,t thc3 aflI a pr,*,tc dom.dn for nqen very important Beeer training is log', 1 he I-ini[ Examination
give a b2lter in,,ight into v.h:t ]n fact there i. nothing to bar idso achantageous. consists

ticePrac-

.
of Principles andgla} be our future v.ork. It is worn,In ,ho sees Surge, as Genera lly. a minimum of four of Surgery, Clinical SurgeD.

tailsde-
tto earl? }et to knoa tile her target At lca-t the USU i ?e,r- basic training is required. Operative Surger? and Surgicalhut isi,me general knolcdge irnpartial to fernade gradu.des. -lhree ',cars should be spend in Patholog3,s hclpfll. Fo make tffs a idlc- General Surged and the rest in .

qhere ale other qualifications.ceS,, re.iders' suggesthns und ,urgic:d Specialties. The training
terMas-
For example, the degree ofINTERN StORKa.dvice are needed. programme is so :trranged that of Surgei} is acquired by

g
:-

gerySur-
The foliowing artic!e on

sar?neccs-
After gradatiun. it is c,,ch tndnee i, ge.en cippottunit3 thesis writing and b? thenot

,ail] be our opening altide. to ,elwe as Resident House to familiarize with every as.pect usual examinations. There are
In this introductory aricle, we Officer in LNIedicine' for six of Surgery. American qualifications but inwill confine oulselycs mainl), to months :nd Lt similar period in the Commonwealth, the F.R.C.S.General Surgery. 'nih1 particulal Surgery in order to qualify fo[ QUALIFICATIONS is fundamental. In order to be
reference to training nnder the full medical registratitn. If ore F.R.C.S. is the fundamental elected to A.C.S.,a surgeon
University Surgical Unit. Here. intcnd, ho spccialise in Surger; qualification Surger. However, must have at least seven years The views expressed by ourinwe would like to express nul I.,ter on. it i. hettcl to d Gener contra[? to students' belief. of training and five or contributors not necessarilysome sponsors are
deepest thanks to Professor Ci II. :d Surgel', thm Surgical Snecial- it not an essential before one nominators. those of the editorial hoard.iS
Ong hose generous ass,tance tics but tilis is not absolutely es- take charge of operation.can anand guidance ha e mtde this scntial.

gedSul-
Bs, doing Gencral In the Commonwealth+ therearticle possible. Ih,in Surgic:d Specialties hut

entequival-
tit ecolleges offering

SURGICAL SPECIALTIES The Editorial Board wishes tome
this is nol absoluteb es.enti:l. qualificalions. viz. Kngland,

gerySur-
Thc specialised fields of thank the Special Support of the

BASIC QUALIT1ES By doing General Surgery, one Edinburgh. Australia, Glasgow are E.N.T.. Orlhopaedics, Glaxo Lab. Ltd.11I:L,. have better acquaintance and Ireland.
gel3.Sur-
Neurosurgery, Paediatric

jectstlb-
Before se embark on the with basic surgical plinciples. The examination in all cases Thoracic Surgery and

matter of Surgery itself, the Ihe USU chooses its intclns consists of two pails Primary Ophthalmolog?. One does not training needed varies. (Note: It--
first irmortant thing is to find on

readyal-
the basis of the qualities and Final. After two ,ears of need

deror-
further qualifications in is not intended to deal with these

out what basic qualities a good mentioned. siz. stamina. training. one should be able to to practise as a Specialist but Surgical Specialties in detail
surgeon
fessorsPro-

shl,did possess..Thel knowledge and a quick mind pass the Plinlal? and after two certainly require more training here. If requests arise, they may
view is that a surgeon Academic achic*ement counts rnore Neiirs. the fin/]. and knowledge. The period of appear in later issues.)

must have stamina, i.c power of but it alone does not produce a
endurance and vigour. Pfi?sic;i1 good surgeon. '1 hc USU prefers
stlength is n,,t e,scnlial btlt one th,tsc

atcdedic-
Si.ho ;,,c dling to

Know Our Freshmen
must be prepared fur long hotlls themscl,c to Surgery it.elf
of hard v,ork. InlelIechlally, one and

tice.Prac-
nol airning at (;cneral To

must be able to make correct
decisions quickly. Needless to An intern is ;ssigned to rontine LWK
say, one must also have good ward duties with particular ;rd.-
knowledge and ab able to apply

opclativepost-
tention to pre-operative and At the Freshmen Intormation Service on 29th August, the Freshmen were asked to fill itt a form

it intelligently. In addition, it care Of patients. He concerning their personal records and details. The purpose of this is to see in which particular field each
lakes a good touch of Internai must wlite and keep good notes freshman is good at, and thus enable the Medical Society to incorporate new members to carry out its

formper-
Medicine for a snrgocn to on patients. It is erroneous to various functions. These details are now reproduced in a statistical form so that ever}one, including the

his work well. cherish the idea that he has got freshmen themselves, may have a fair idea of what material our first year is composed of.
rid of his books for good. He BOY GIRl,

FEMALESS IN SURGERY must keep on reading. I Number of forms ietulned 90 15An intern is required to assist
In a recent survey done b} the :it operations and should en- 2. biatriculations results:

Caduceus, it v,as found that male
gicalsur-
dc,,tlur to pick Lip practical

students considered Surgery as technique therefrom. He { I) Three distinction. 3 1
unsuitable for the fair sex (with can do minor surgical cases. e.g. (21 Iwo distinctions 15

61
malefe-
no strong protests from the circumcision and injection of I3) One distinction 32

students). As a matter of baemorrhoids. He may also be 14) Number of credits obtained 142 21
fact, in the past. there had ne,el a/lo.ed lo do some routine and

silyUniver-
a female surgeon in the emergency cases. e.g appen- Other continents: In general. they are strongest in Chemistry, next in Physics.

but there is now a female dicetomy, perforations, drainage and then in Biology. -1-he? are however weakest in the
Lecturer in the USU. who has and aspir,tions. but only when Use of English.
just come back lo Hongkong. tinder supervision.

Sports: (school or house leams standard)
(lI Swimming 6 3

LOOKING FOR OFFICES?
(2! Athletic, 9 0
(31 Ball-games 24 4
(4) No interest in sports 56 6

The third floor of TUNG YIN BUILDING has 4 Oficial posts and activities:
been specially equipped for the exclusbe use of the I I) Having been Chairman of clubs/societies 20 8

12) Head or Vice Head Prefect 2 2
medical and dental professions -- there are still a few Ci Monitors school prefects 24 5or
acancies. Other comments: With the deepest sympathy, we record that one claimed he

was the 'late' chairman of a club, but with the deepest
we one

TUNG YING BUILDING, a modern prestige admiration, find that is the chairman of Chairmen
Association.

block, is situated on Nathan Road immediately opposite (4) No posts held whatsoever 49 3
(5) Neither sports nor posts 34 2

Whitfield Barracks, only 5 minutes walk from Star

Ferry. 5. Miscellaneous:
(I) Have experience or interest in school or class magazine production 22 2

Enquiries to: 12} Have experience or interest in arranging social activities such as
parties, launch picnic, barbecues 37 3

Sang Kee Rent Office, (3) Have experience or interest in photography
(Many, however, crossed out the word 'experience')

Room 202, Tung Ying Building, (4) Have experience or interest in poster design 9 1
100 Nathan Road, Kowloon. (5) Interested in singing, folk dance, musical instruments verse-speak-

ing, etc. 30 12
Tel.: K-673291, K-673293. (6) Know how to type 41 10

(7) Give no tick against any of the above 6 items 18 1
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